
Minutes from 7/21/2008 
Attended 
   UAS: Peter, Barbara 
   UAA: John 
   UAF: Matt, Colleen 
   Matsu: Sandy 
 
1. Per request from the BST we need to review,  

A. Secret Password - Use a toggle switch in UAonline for the confidentiality flag have the student 
enter a secret password. There could be a lag between edir and banner. Should have eval 
period of 6 months 

This had been put on hold for a while. Waiting to see how the toggle switch works 
 

B. Expiring prerequisites – Math and English departments want to start using pre- requisite, look at 
expiring test scores 2 years old.  

          The Math departments want to expire pre-req test scores over 2 years old. John talked to Weber State to 
see how they expired test scores. Weber attaches an attribute to the test score then runs a batch job to change 
the name of the test so Pre-req checking can not see the test and score. John gave this information to Janet to 
see if it could work for UAA, and potentially the UA system. In addition the Math department at UAA would like 
to expire courses that are over 2 years old. For this, the team, recommended adding term of a course taken to 
the Pre-req report on UAOnline. This then levees it up to the instructor to make the choice to remove the 
student. We are going to wait to write any task request until we hear back from Janet.  

 
C. Preferred Email for web –  

This item is going to be further discussed at the BST. At this time John and Barbara would the preferred 
email to be the generated email. 

 
2. Review Pia report for Graduation Processing 

I have attached the short PIA. Grad Processing starts on page 10. 
 
 Due to significant changes to graduation processing in Banner 8, and that it goes into production in a 
short time; we have decided not to review the PIA and make any changes to graduation processing.  
 
*** Later in the meeting, John said that Weber State changes the test score code when the code expires rather 
than use an attribute.  Also the UAF Math department would like to have test scores expire after 2 years. 


